Modern manufacturing models demand customisation and service orientation. The generations of mobile robots will hence have to cope with more complex tasks and rapidly adapt to new situations. With the high level of flexibility, the mobile robots are able to not only transport materials as conventional transporting robots, but also perform manufacturing tasks at some certain machines using their mounted manipulation arms. This paper considers the problem of simultaneous scheduling of machines and such mobile robots in a flexible manufacturing system. The pre-emption occurs when manufacturing tasks are interrupted to allow the mobile robots to carry out the transport. The performance criterion is to minimise the makespan. A genetic-algorithm-based heuristic is developed to find near-optimal solutions. To evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic, a mixed-integer programming model is also presented. A numerical example and computational experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Introduction
Production management with customised products requires a high level of flexibility and efficiency. To meet such requirements, some machines, devices or equipment as well as matters in planning and control have to be altered. Consequently, there is a desire for the higher level of automation in the global competition. In particular, an automatic production system consists of intelligent and flexible machines grouped into cells in such a way that entire production of each part/product can be performed within one of the cells. Within a cell, material handling can be performed by automated/automatic guided vehicles (AGVs), industrial (fixed) robots and mobile robots. Similar to AGVs, mobile robots have the capability of moving around within their working space to transport a variety of part types from one point to another without human intervention. These mobile robots nevertheless performing both locomotion and manipulation abilities (Hvilshøj et al., 2012) are more significantly advanced than AGVs in terms of the capability to execute various value-added tasks on different machines (or workstations) based on their manipulation arms. These tasks include such processes as machine tending, pre-assembly or quality inspection. In contrast to dedicated and fixed robots, mobile robots are able to bring both task switching and robotic mobility to industrial applications. Furthermore, using mobile robots can lead to production efficiency gains such as less energy consumption or lower tool-changing costs than dedicated and/or fixed robots. These superior abilities in comparison with AGVs and fixed robots pave the way for mobile robots to find increasing applications in today manufacturing.
In this paper, a problem of simultaneous scheduling of machines and mobile robots in a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is taken into account. In that context, utilising the system in an efficient manner requires the capability of properly scheduling and routing of mobile robots in connection with scheduling of different tasks on machines. This problem could be considered a variant of the problem of simultaneous scheduling of machines and AGVs in which its sub-problems, machine scheduling and AGV scheduling are known to be NP-hard (Deroussi, Gourgand and Tchernev, 2008) . The main novelties of this study are that mobile robots are responsible for not only transporting non-pre-emptive tasks, but also processing pre-emptive tasks, and mobile robots must interrupt their processing tasks to do the transport of non-pre-emptive tasks when needed. The objective is to minimise the makespan, i.e. the time required to complete all tasks. Note that making decision on scheduling and routing of mobile robots in connection to scheduling of machines is part of real-time operations. This gives the added requirement that the best solutions must be obtained quickly. Moreover, the complexity of the considered problem rapidly rises when the number of tasks and/or mobile robots increases, which make the time required to solve the problem grows in a super-polynomial way. The exact methods for optimisation (e.g. enumerative search, backtracking, branch and bound, etc.) are extremely time-consuming as dealing with the problem of large sizes. On the other hand, meta-heuristics are probabilistic approximation and soft computing techniques which allow efficiently solving real-world dimension problem instances when providing an instruction for designing general problemindependent strategies (Nesmachnow, 2014) . Meta-heuristics do not guarantee to find optimal solutions, but compute sub-optimal, good quality solutions within a reasonable execution time as well as avoid being trapped in local optima and not-so-good solutions. In this paper, focus is hence on developing such meta-heuristics, namely a geneticalgorithm-based heuristic for the simultaneous scheduling of machines and mobile robots. To evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristics, a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model is also presented.
The remainders of this paper are organised as follows. In the next section, the literature survey of the research is described. The problem description and the MIP model of the problem are, respectively, presented in Sections 3 and 4. The solution approach using the genetic-algorithm-based heuristic is developed in Section 5. Section 6 illustrates the results of the proposed heuristic and compares its performance with that of the MIP model. More computational experiments are further investigated in this section. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are drawn in Section 7.
Literature review
The problem of simultaneous scheduling of machines and mobile robots in an FMS has been modelled in several respects comparable to the joint scheduling problems of machines and AGVs. Nevertheless, it is different from the problems concerning AGVs in the sense that mobile robots are capable of performing manufacturing/production tasks in shop floor. Several approaches and models for exact or (meta-) heuristic algorithms have been proposed to address problems of this type. Exact methods are mainly used for the research of simple or particular FMS. Blazewicz et al. (1991) study the model of an FMS considering both machine and vehicle scheduling and propose a dynamic programming approach to construct optimal production and vehicle schedules. This FMS is later formulated in a MIP by Bilge and Ulusoy (1995) . According to the authors, the resulting model is intractable in practice due to its non-linearity and its size. Khayat, Langevin and Riopel (2006) propose an integrated formulation of a combined production and material handling scheduling problem using mathematical programming and constraint programming techniques. Caumond et al. (2009) deal with the linear formulation of an FMS considering the maximum number of jobs, limited input/output buffer capacities, empty-vehicle trips and no-move ahead trips concurrently. However, only one AGV is considered a special case of the general FMS. Heuristic methods are well adapted to study most of the FMS. On the one hand, some works are dedicated to simplified forms of the material handling system of the FMS considering only one transport device. Soylu, Özdemirel and Kayaligil (2000) , Hurink and Knust (2002) and Lacomme, Moukrim and Tchernev (2005) propose, respectively, neural network, Tabu search and branch and bound heuristic approaches for scheduling of the FMS based on a single AGV or transport robot. On the other hand, many works are undertaken on the FMS scheduling with multiple AGVs. Ulusoy and Bilge (1993) and Bilge and Ulusoy (1995) propose an iterative method based on the decomposition of the master problem into two subproblems: machine scheduling and vehicle scheduling. A heuristic algorithm generates machine schedules to solve the first problem. A solution heuristic based on sliding-timewindow approach is introduced to find feasible solutions to the vehicle scheduling problem given the machine schedules. Ulusoy, Sivrikaya-Serifoglu and Bilge (1997) deal with the problem of concurrent scheduling of machines and AGVs by proposing a genetic algorithm (GA) which provides a suitable coding scheme to represent both dimensions of the search space: operation sequencing and AGV assignment. Abdelmaguid et al. (2004) introduce a hybrid method composed of a GA for scheduling of machines and a heuristic for scheduling of vehicles. Reddy and Rao (2006) present a hybrid multi-objective GA to solve the simultaneous scheduling of machines and AGVs in an FMS in which makespan, flow time and tardiness are the performance criteria. Jerald et al. (2006) address the problem of simultaneous scheduling of parts and AGVs in an FMS environment using adaptive GA. Lin et al. (2006) model an AGV system using network structure and propose an effective evolutionary approach for solving a kind of AGV problems. Deroussi, Gourgand and Tchernev (2008) describe an efficient neighbouring system implemented into three different meta-heuristics and a new solution representation based on vehicles rather than machines. Lacomme, Larabi and Tchernev (2013) introduce a framework based on a disjunctive graph to model the joint scheduling problem and on a memetic algorithm for machines and identical AGVs scheduling.
Although much related research has been completed, the problem of simultaneous scheduling of machines and mobile robots in an FMS has not been studied in the literature. The considered mobile robots in this problem have the capability of not only transporting non-pre-emptive tasks between some machines similar to material handling devices, but also processing pre-emptive tasks on other machines using their manipulation arms. During operations, mobile robots are allowed to interrupt their processing tasks to do the transport of non-pre-emptive tasks as needed. Nielsen et al. (2014) present an MIP model to deal with a problem close to the considered one. Nevertheless, Nielsen et al. (2014) assume that any mobile robot can perform only one transporting task whenever a pre-emption occurs, which is not realistic. This paper shall take into account multiple transport of the mobile robots within every pre-emption period, which constitutes the main novelty of the problem. In that context, the surveyed approach is not well-suited and cannot be directly used to solve this problem. Therefore, in this paper, an MIP model is first formulated to find optimal solutions for the problem. Nevertheless, the problem is composed of two interrelated decision problems that are machine scheduling and mobile robot scheduling. Both problems are known to be NP-hard (Goldberg, 1989) , resulting in a more complicated NP-hard problem since they are simultaneously considered. Due to the intractability of NP-hard nature, the MIP model could only be applicable to small-scale problems in practice because its computation time significantly increases as the problem size grows. Hence, to deal with large-scale applications, a heuristic based on GA, a promising algorithm to this class of problems is then developed to find near-optimal solutions for this problem. Compared to other optimisation methods, the major benefit of GA regards multiple directional searches using a set/population of candidate solutions which enables GA to search in several directions concurrently. In this way, many paths to the optimum are processed in parallel leading to a clear improvement in performance. Furthermore, since information from many different regions is used, GA is resistant to remain trapped in a suboptimal solution and able to move away from it if the population finds better solutions in other areas (Dang and Nielsen, 2013) . Finally, the quality of near-optimal solutions achieved by the proposed heuristic is compared and evaluated using the MIP solutions as reference points in a numerical example and computation experiments.
Problem description
An FMS includes a group of CNC machine tools which are controlled by a central system. The FMS is capable of processing various part types, readily accepting changes in production schedule, error recovery and new part designs introduced into existing product mix. The various machining cells are interconnected via loading and unloading stations by automated transport systems such as AGVs and mobile robots. Taking the advantages of dedicated robots in industry and mobility of robots, a mobile robot with manipulation arm mounted on its platform has been introduced. Such mobile robot is able to not only transport parts/components among machines, but also execute manufacturing tasks such as pre-assembly or quality inspection (Figure 1 ). A number of tasks are considered to be processed on a set of machines and a set of mobile robots in the FMS. Such tasks are classified into non-pre-emptive task and preemptive task. Each pre-emptive task consists of a set of operations which might be interrupted at any time and there is no limitation on number of interruptions or the interval of an interruption. On the other hand, each non-pre-emptive task consists of a set of operations which cannot be interrupted from its starting to its ending time (Yun, 2002) . During the manufacturing process, each pre-emptive task is executed by a mobile robot on a specific machine or working station. When a mobile robot is being occupied by a pre-emptive task, and non-pre-emptive tasks invoke transport at some points in the scheduling period, this mobile robot will pause the pre-emptive task and then carry out one or more than one transport of the non-pre-emptive tasks prior to going back to process the pre-emptive task. An example illustrating such pre-emption case is given in Figure 2 . The objective is to schedule operations of tasks on machines and routes of mobile robots so that the time to complete all tasks, i.e. makespan is minimised. To enable the construction of a schedule of machines and mobile robots, the following assumptions are made:
• The first operation of each task is available at a machine at the beginning of the scheduling period.
• The route of each part type is known in advance.
• Each mobile robot can transport only one kind of parts at a time.
• The input and output buffer spaces are sufficient.
• Travelling time is machine-dependent and deterministic.
• Loading and unloading time are included in the travelling time of loaded trips.
• Processing time is deterministic.
• Issues such as traffic congestions, mobile robot collisions, machine failures or scraps are not considered.
Making schedules of machines and mobile robots is a part of the real-time activities of production planners, which means the best solution should be quickly found. Moreover, as the problem is classified into the NP-hard class (Deroussi, Gourgand and Tchernev, 2008) , the computation time exponentially grows with respect to the size of the problem, e.g. more number of tasks, machines and/or mobile robots. It is therefore necessary to develop a computationally effective algorithm, namely a GA-based heuristic to minimise the makespan while satisfying a number of practical constraints. It is also necessary to formulate a mathematical model which allows describing the presented problem. Solutions found by the mathematical model can be used as reference points to quantify the scale of benefits achieved by the GA-based heuristic.
Mathematical model
In this section, an MIP model is formulated to determine an optimal schedule for the described problem. The notations and formulation of the MIP model are depicted below. 
Mathematical formulation
1 if operation precedes operation and robot transports more than one task consecutively 0 otherwise
Mix-integer programming model

Objective function
With the aim of processing the order quickly, the objective function of this problem is to provide an operation assignment and robot routing, in which the makespan (T) is minimised.
Objective function: minimise T (1)
Constraints
• At a time, machine m can only process an operation, so if more than one operation is assigned to process on machine m, the interval of time between two operations is at least equal to the processing time the predecessor.
+ (1 ) ( , ),( , ) ,
• Transport of an operation can only get started after the completion of its predecessor.
• An operation can only start after the transport of that operation finished. , 2,...,
• A mobile robot cannot carry out more than one transport task at a time. The time between two transportations is at least equal to the total moving time from predecessor of operation O ij to operation O ij and from O ij to the next operation O i′j ′.
, ' , 2,..., , ' 2,...,
• An operation is assigned for one mobile robot only.
• If mobile robot k is assigned to consecutive transportations, it is definitely true that this robot is already in charge of carrying out those operations. Therefore, constraints (10, 11) must be satisfied:
• There are two possibilities that whether mobile robot will come to the pre-emptive workstation or execute next transportation. Therefore, constraints (12, 13) must be satisfied where H is a duration of time period which is sufficient for that mobile robot performs portions of pre-emptive tasks.
• Completion time of the last non-pre-emptive operation cannot exceed the makespan. , 1,...
• Completion time of the last pre-emptive operation cannot exceed the makespan.
• Total time of mobile robot k results from sum of moving time among workstations and processing time on the pre-emptive workstation.
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As constraint (8) is non-linear, it is replaced by the three following constraints:
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As constraint (16) is non-linear, it is replaced by the five following constraints:
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with iji'j' ω : the difference between
s and time mobile robot finish transport T ij
The MIP model contains a number of decision variables that are constrained to have only integer value. For instance, in the presented problem, the decision variables
x , y ,z and iji'j' λ equal to either 1 or 0. These variables lead to the optimisation problem non-convex, and it is therefore difficult to get the solution. Computer memory and computation time may increase exponentially as the size of the problem rises with more added integer variables. Thus, in practice, the MIP model could be applicable only to small-scale problems. In other words, the MIP model may be limited to apply to largescale problems where the mobile robots can carry out more tasks. Therefore, it is necessary to use another class of methods to solve large-scale problems. Among some of the methods presented in the survey of literature, GA seems to be a proper and efficient approach to deal with the presented problem in the large-scale cases. Hence, a heuristic based on GA will be developed in the next section.
Genetic algorithm
In artificial intelligence, GA is a kind of evolutionary algorithm which mimics the process of natural selection (Goldberg, 1989) . The mechanism of this algorithm is inspired by the biological evolution, e.g. inheritance, crossover, mutation and selection (Ursyn, 2012) .
In this section, a heuristic based on the mechanism of GA is developed to cope with the described problem whose near-optimal solutions can be found. The GA-based heuristic shown in Figure 3 consists of the following main phases: population initialisation, fitness evaluation, offspring generation and selection. The initial population is randomly generated based on some input information such as the number of tasks and operations, number of robots, processing time and travelling times. As a population is reproduced by crossover and mutation operator, each child inherits some characteristic from its parents. After the reproduction phase, the selection operator picks up individuals based on its shared fitness. The procedure repeats until the termination criteria are met, and a near-optimal solution is shown at the end of the searching process. 
Genetic representation
When applying GAs in optimisation problems, it is important to find the appropriate coding scheme which converts the feasible solutions into representations amenable to genetic search and reversibly decode these representations (Lin et al., 2006) . For this problem, a feasible solution could be encoded by a chromosome that represents a sequence of non-pre-emptive operations and mobile robot assignment. It means that a gene is constructed by two parts: the first part is non-pre-emptive operation and the remainder is mobile robot carrying out the transport of that non-pre-emptive operation. The length of a chromosome is equal to the total number of non-pre-emptive operations. In case a gene includes the first operation of every task, the second part of a gene is zero (0). In other words, the first operation does not need to be transported by a mobile robot as it is assumed to be available on machine. A feasible chromosome for an exemplary scheduling problem with 6 non-pre-emptive operations of 3 tasks, 3 machines and 2 mobile robots is illustrated in Figure 4 . The sequence of operations is scheduled as 11, 21, 12, 31, 22 and 13. Operation 11 (operation 1 of task 1) is scheduled to process on machine 1 first. This operation is the first operation of task 1; thus, there is no mobile robot is assigned to carry out. On the other hand, other operations need to be transported, e.g. operation 12 (operation 2 of task 1), then mobile robot 1 is assigned to transport this operation from machine 1 to machine 2.
Initialisation
The initial population in general is generated by two methods such as the heuristic initialisation and random initialisation (Lin et al., 2006) . Each of them has its severe drawbacks and advantages as the initial population has a large impact on GA parameters and operators (Diaz-Gomez and Hougen, 2007) . For the problem under consideration, chromosomes in the initial population are randomly generated. Each chromosome is built of gene by gene. The first part of a gene is assigned an eligible operation whose predecessors are assigned. If that eligible operation is the first operation, zero (0) is assigned to the second part. Otherwise, one of the mobile robots is randomly chosen. The eligible set of operations is updated, and the process continues as in Figure 5 . 
Fitness evaluation
Fitness evaluation is to measure the value of the objective function subjecting to the problem constraints. In general, the objective function provides the mechanism evaluating each individual so that only some good chromosomes can go to next generation and offspring may inherit good genes from their parents (Gen, Cheng and Lin, 2008) . When evaluating the fitness, it is necessary to design a decoding scheme which is appropriate to the problem as shown in Figure 6 . Step 1: Input information of gene In this stage, some predefined information such as non-preemptive operation at that gene, predecessor of non-preemptive operation, machine and mobile robot. op ← non preemptive operation at gene i in a chromosome pd ← predecessor of operation op in the task sequence mc ← machine processing operation op mr ← mobile robot transporting operation op om ← preemptive operation processed by mr Check if there is a need for transport of operation op (check if mr ≠ 0). If so, then go to step 2. If not, then go to step 4.
Step 2: Derive information from mobile robot mr assigned to carry out operation op ld ← destination of last trip of mobile robot mr sr ← machine where mobile robot mr processes operation om md ← machine processing predecessor pd d1, d2, d3, d4 ← travelling time between ld and sr, sr and md, md and mc, ld and md mt: time mobile robot mr arrives at machine md ft: time mobile robot mr arrives at machine mc processing operation op If so, then update total working time of mr ← total working time of mr + completion time of pd -(finish time of last trip of mr + d1 + d2).
Otherwise, then update completion time of om ← finish time of last trip of mr + d1 + (processing time of om -total working time of mr), and total working time of mr ← processing time of om.
Step 4: Schedule operation op on machine mc st: starting time of operation op
Step 4.1: Check if the number of scheduled operations on mc> 0. If not, then st ← 0. If so, then st ← completion time of last operation scheduled on mc.
Step 4.2: In case mr ≠ 0, check if st < ft (time mobile robot mr arrives at machine mc). If so, then st ← ft.
Step 4 If not, go back to step 1. Otherwise, check if all preemptive operations are finished. If not, then go to step 5. If so, then go to step 6.
Step 5: Update information of unfinished preemptive operations If any mobile robot mr has not finished processing operation om, then update completion time of om ← finish time of last trip of mr + d1 + (processing time of omtotal working time of mr), and total working time of mr ← processing time of om.
Step 6: Compute the fitness value of the chromosome (maximum completion time of all non-preemptive and preemptive operations)
Genetic operators
Crossover, mutation and selection are three main genetic operators. The operators, in essence, are used to alter the genetic composition of chromosomes and expected to yield improved offspring (Lin et al., 2006) .
Crossover operator
Crossover operator generates offspring by combining the information contained in the parent chromosomes so that the offspring will have desirable features from their parents. In this study, parent chromosomes are selected by the Roulette-wheel selection which probabilistically selects the parent chromosomes in terms of their fitness value (Goldberg, 1989) . Let F(p) denotes the fitness value under the solution represented by parent p, then
where Np is the population size. The expected probability of parent p to be selected is given by F′ (p) / ∑F′ (p). This means the lower value of the fitness is, the higher opportunity a chromosome can be selected.
Several crossover operators have been proposed for the permutation, e.g. two-point crossover, uniform crossover (Lin et al., 2006) , partially mapped crossover, order crossover and position-based crossover (Bilge and Ulusoy, 1995) . In the experiment, a uniform crossover operating with probability P c will be employed to generate offspring (Appendix A) as described below. Starting from the first operations on the parents, iteratively, one of the parents is randomly selected. The next unconsidered operation of the selected parent becomes the next operation on the first offspring while the next unconsidered operation of the other parent becomes the next operation of the second offspring. If the mobile robot selected for that operation is the same on both parents, then that selection is also made on the child; if not, one of the mobile robots of the parents is randomly chosen. Figure 7 depicts the uniform crossover. 
Mutation operator
Mutation operator stimulates the genetic diversity among solutions and tries to prevent the searching process from being trapped in a local optimum (Lin et al., 2006) . For the current encoding method, two mutation operators are employed: one for each part of a gene and with a probability P m . The first mutation operator selects two random positions on a chromosome and then swaps these operations with respect to those positions. The second mutation operator replaces the mobile robot assignment at a gene with one of the mobile robots which is randomly chosen, as shown in Figure 8 . 
Selection operator
Selection operator allows some chromosomes going to the next generation based on their shared fitness value with the aim of increasing quality of parent chromosomes while remaining genetic diversity (Sareni and Krähenbühl, 1998) . In this paper (μ + λ), selection is used to choose chromosomes for reproduction, with μ parents and λ offspring complete to survive. To remain the best solution up to the current iteration, elitist method is adapted to the selection operator. In particular, the chromosome possessing the lowest fitness value has an opportunity to present in the next generation.
Reparation operator
Some infeasible chromosomes might be produced after the mutation operator. These chromosomes violate precedence constraints of the problem. Therefore, a reparation operator involving the exchange of locations of operations belonging to the same task is proposed to make chromosomes feasible.
Termination criteria
Termination criteria are used to determine when the GA-based heuristic should be stopped. On the one hand, if the best solutions over generations do not converge, the maximum number of generation (G m ) would be used to stop the run. On the other hand, if the best solution does not improve over G c consecutive generations, it would not be valuable to continue searching. The up-to-date best solution is then returned as the nearoptimal solution.
Tuning GA parameters
The values for GA parameters such as population size (N p ), probability of crossover (P c ), probability of mutation (P m ), maximum number of generation (G m ) and number of nonimprovement generation (G c ) are determined (Appendix B). This method results in the value of N p , P c , P m , G m and G c to be 150, 0.4, 0.2, 1000 and 100, respectively.
Numerical experiments
To examine the performance of the MIP model and GA-based heuristic, a numerical example and computational experiments are conducted in this section. The numerical example has first been created to illustrate the results of both approaches. Various problem instances are then randomly generated and tested to provide more persuasive evidence of the performance of the GA-based heuristic. In the experiments, the MIP model has been coded and solved by the mathematical modelling language ILOP CPLEX, whereas the GA-based heuristic has been programmed in VB.NET. All the experiments run on a PC having an Intel® Core i5 2.67 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM.
Numerical example
A numerical example on the simultaneous scheduling of machines and mobile robots is considered with 5 tasks (3 non-pre-emptive and 2 pre-emptive tasks) with a total of 9 operations, 5 machines and 2 mobile robots. A layout for this example can be seen in Figure 1 . Table 1 gives the assigned machine numbers and processing time. This table also shows the precedence constraints among the operations in each task. The travelling time of the mobile robots from machines to machines are given in Table 2 . The value of H is supposed to be 10 time unit. For this numerical example, both MIP model and GA-based heuristic found the optimal solution for the problem. The time required to complete all tasks is 144 (time unit), and the schedule is given as follows: 11,0 -21,0 -22,1 -31,0 -12,1 -32,1 -13,2. Figure 9 depicts the best solution for the numerical example. Mobile robots R1 and R2 are paused one time when they are required to do the transport of non-pre-emptive operations. For instance, after processing operation 41 for about 20 time unit, mobile robot R1 moves to M2 in order to transport operation 22 to M1. At this place, it picks up operation 12 and subsequently delivers to M3. Similar to mobile robot R1, mobile robot R2 picks up operation 32 from M2 to M3 and then consecutively transport operation 13 at this place to M2 before going back to its working station M5. In this example, the proposed algorithm slightly faster obtains the optimal solution than the MIP model (0.1 s as opposed to 0.65 s). In general, this numerical example has illustrated the results of the proposed algorithm. To be able to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approaches in more complex cases, larger-sized problems will be investigated in the next section. 
Computational experiment
This section compares the performance of the three approaches on 20 problem instances generated with different numbers of tasks, operations, machines, mobile robots and other system parameters. The ranges of the number of tasks and the number of operations are [4, 14] and [5, 50] , respectively. Moreover, the ranges of [4, 14] machines and [2, 4] mobile robots are taken into account. The processing time of non-pre-emptive and preemptive operations in time unit are, respectively, distributed within the ranges of [25, 50] and [100, 200] , whereas the travelling time of mobile robots in time unit is generated in the interval [8, 18] . Note that the time/cost matrices of the generated travelling time should satisfy the triangle inequality and making schedules of machines and mobile robots is a part of the real-time activities of production planners. In this experiment, the maximum computation time is hence set to be 30 s. Table 3 Problem sizes for 20 randomly generated problems Table 4 Comparison among MIP, GA-based heuristic and Tabu search for 20 randomly generated problems
It can be observed from Table 4 that within the maximum computation time of 30 s, the MIP found solutions for only 11 problem instances while the proposed heuristic is still able to find solutions for all cases (approximately 15 s for the largest-sized problem, i.e. problem instance 20). The MIP and GA-based heuristics have the same results in 7 problem instances (i.e. instance 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8) while the GA-based heuristics is slightly worse than the MIP in two problem instances 5 and 9; however, the difference is only about less than 3% and this is deemed to be an acceptable error. As increasing the complexity of the problem, the solutions found by the proposed heuristic were much better than those found by the MIP (i.e. problem instances 10 and 12). In addition, when GA-based heuristic is compared with another heuristic algorithm, namely Tabu search in this experiment, the GA-based heuristic outperforms in comparison with Tabu search. For the first problem instance, GA and Tabu search obtain the same result in terms of objective value. However, when the problem size increases, GA illustrates the outperformance result in objective value. In particular, the objective value of GA is up to 45% lower than those of Tabu search in instance 12. These results provide more persuasive evidence to prove that the GA-based heuristic performs effectively (Table 4 ).
Conclusion
This paper studies a novel problem of scheduling of machines and mobile robots in an FMS. The considered mobile robots are able not only to carry out the transport of nonpre-emptive tasks, but also to operate pre-emptive tasks by a manipulator mounted on the platform. The main novelty of this research lies in the fact that the mobile robots have to interrupt their pre-emptive tasks to do multiple transport of non-pre-emptive tasks when needed. With the aim of minimising the time to complete all tasks under some practical constraints, an MIP model to find optimal solutions for the problem was developed. However, this method can only be applicable to small-scale problems with few tasks, machines and mobile robots. A GA-based heuristic is hence proposed to find nearoptimal solutions. A numerical example and computation experiment were presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches. The results showed that the proposed heuristic is capable of solving problems of various sizes and more efficient than the MIP. These solutions are useful to managers for the decision-making at operational levels. For further research, some problems under real-time disturbances such as machine and/or robot breakdown should be taken into account.
Appendix B
In Taguchi designs, a measure of robustness used to identify control factors that reduce variability in a product or process by minimising the effects of uncontrollable factors (noise factors). Control factors are those design and process parameters that can be controlled. Noise factors cannot be controlled during production or product use, but can be controlled during experimentation. In a Taguchi designed experiment, noise factors are manipulated to force variability to occur and from the results, identify optimal control factor settings that make the process or product robust, or resistant to variation from the noise factors. Higher values of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) identify control factor settings that minimise the effects of the noise factors. There three main phases when implementing this method, which are doing experiment, analysing results and confirmation testing. After finishing all procedure of Taguchi method, the GA's parameters such as N p P c P m G c are 150, 0.4, 0.2 and 100, respectively. The details of procedure are described as follows:
• Experiment implementation With 4 controlled factors and 3 levels for each, the orthogonal array L9 (Unal and Dean, 1991) is selected and there are four observations in each run. • Experiment analysis It is true that we expect the lowest value of computation time. Therefore, the set of parameter with corresponding levels N p1 P c1 P m3 G c1 is selected. However, higher values of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) identify control factor settings that minimise the effects of the noise factors. Therefore, the controlled factors with the levels of N p3 P c3 P m2 G c3 are chosen.
Analysis of computation time
Moving to the next stage where only one setting is selected, the levels in S/N and mean are considerably varied, so an analysis is conducted.
Setting 1: N p1 P c1 P m3 G c1
Setting 2: N p3 P c3 P m2 G c3
In S/N chart, the N p1 has significant implication on the mean of computation time while in S/N of computation, it is just moderate. When it comes to the level of P c , there is a slightly impact of this factor on both mean and S/N of computation time, the P c1 is taken into account. It is clear that the P m2 effects on the S/N of computation time highly in comparison with its in mean of computation time. In terms of level of G c , the G c3 depicts less impact of noise on the computation time, but this level may increase the mean of computation time as can be seen in Figure 11 as a result, the setting N p1 P c1 P m2 G c1 is selected. Similar to computation time, we desire the lowest value for mean of makespan and the highest value for S/N of makespan.
Analysis of makespan
Setting 4: N p2 P c3 P m1 G c2
Setting 5: N p1 P c2 P m2 G c2
As can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 , the implications of N p2 and N p1 on mean of makespan and S/N are gentle. Thus, N p2 is selected personally. Moreover, P c3 illustrates the lowest value for makespan but at this level, there is a considerable impact of noise factor when the value of S/N is lower 34 while this value at P c2 is quite high nearly 37. Therefore, P c2 is under consideration. It is clear that P m2 has significant contribution in terms of impact of noise. Consequently, the setting N p2 P c2 P m2 and G c2 is taken into account.
Facing the dilemma between 2 settings are chosen, only one setting is used for GA parameters; thus, the prediction tool in Minitab software is utilised, which is performed in next section.
Prediction 1:
With the levels of N p1 P c1 P m2 G c1 , the prediction value for mean of makespan and mean of computation time are shown in the following tables: 
Prediction 2:
With the levels of N p2 P c3 P m2 G c2 , the prediction value for mean of makespan and mean of computation time are shown in the following tables: With the value of makespan of 430.6 ± 10.5 time unit and computational time is 2.44 ± 0.014 s, the prediction 1 illustrates the signal to noise value of makespan and computation time are nearly 35 for the former and about 13 for the latter, which are quite low in comparison with their value in prediction 2, more than 44 and approximately 13, respectively. On the other hand, the prediction 2 depicts a better makespan value with 399.3 ± 1.6 time unit while the computation time is much longer with 6 ± 1.5 s in comparison with the outcome of prediction 1. The scheduling process is the real-time manner; thus, the setting in prediction 2 (N p2 P c2 P m2 G c2 ) is selected.
• Confirmation test
With the controlled factors: N p2 P c2 P m2 G c2 which mean the value for population size, probability of crossover, probability of mutation and number of iteration none improvement are 150, 0.4, 0.2 and 100, respectively, the makespan and computation time are 395 ± 9 (time unit) and 5.17 s in order. It is obviously true that these outcomes are matched the value in prediction stage. Therefore, the procedure of Taguchi method is correct which mean the setting N p2 P c2 P m2 G c2 is the optimal level.
